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Ping a remote device with
ease. Simple Ping is a

lightweight, easy to use
and free software program

that was developed
specifically to help people
in pinging their Internet

connection and keeping an
eye on it, through a small
pop-up window. Hassle-

free setup and non-
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obtrusive interface The
installation process does
not offer to download

third-party products and it
is over in a jiffy, yet if
you are interested in

bypassing it, you should
know that a portable

edition is also available,
called Portable Simple
Ping. The GUI you are
brought to presents a

minimal and unobtrusive
interface, as it

encompasses just a few
buttons and some slider
bars. It is suitable to all

types of users, regardless
of their previous
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experience with the IT
world. Input IP address
and customize pop-up

window First and
foremost, you should

know that this tool creates
a small pop-up window on
the window, which enables
you to easily keep an eye

on the ping. By clicking on
the system tray icon, you

can easily access the
settings panel, as well as

close the app entirely. You
can input the IP address

you want to ping, the time
period at which to ping, as
well as the bytes, TTL and

timeout. In addition to
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that, you can customize
the pop-up window, by

adjusting the width, height
and rounded corner size

with the help of the
incorporated slider bars,

and changing the
background and text color,

and font type, style and
size. It is possible to set it
up to always stay on top of

other opened windows,
launch at Windows

startup, enable a
transparency mode or

blend it into the desktop.
Conclusion To wrap it up,

Simple Ping is a pretty
handy piece of software
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when it comes to pinging
an IP address. The

interface is user-friendly,
the response time is good,
the amount of resources
required is quite low and
we did not register any
errors or crashes in our

tests. Jakson+Security+La
b@Hackster.com

Overview Ping: A simple
tool to check network

connectivity. Simple Ping
is a simple tool to check

your network connectivity.
Ping is a command-line

utility that has its ancestry
in the BSD family of
software. It can ping
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remote hosts on the
network, and display

statistics. Simple Ping is
probably the simplest and
most useful packet-based
utility. The tool uses the
ICMP echo request and

reply protocols to check if
a host is alive on the

network

Simple Ping Crack+ Serial Number Full Torrent For Windows

Quickly check whether a
web server is available or

not. Send a ping request to
an IP address (for example

and if it returns a reply,
you will know that the
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server is running and is
ready to serve. Simple

Ping lets you ping a
website's IP address

quickly and easily. You do
not need to install third-
party software or use a

command line utility. Ping
is often used by people

who want to make sure a
website or web server is
online or that a computer
connected to the web is

working. When you use a
web browser, such as

Internet Explorer, Firefox,
Google Chrome or Safari,
you are actually sending a
request to a web server on
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the web. This is like a
cellphone sending a text
message to a cellphone.

When the cellphone has a
text message waiting, it

will show up on the
cellphone. Similarly, a
web browser displays a
webpage or web page.

When the web page has a
status (page is working) it

will display OK in the
browser. Here's an

example. For example, if
you send a request to and
it returns OK it means the
web server is working and
ready to serve web pages.

How to check the web
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server running? First of
all, you need to find out

the IP address of the web
server. Pinging to the

website is as easy as ping
www.example.com. You

can follow the ping
procedure step by step

below: 1. Open your web
browser and type

www.example.com in the
address bar. 2. Press Enter

(Return). 3. If the web
server is up and running

you will get a reply with a
status OK. 4. Close the
browser. How to check

your web server? Here are
some other good tips to
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check your own web
server is available: 1.

Enter www.yoursite.com
in the address bar. 2. Close
the browser. 3. Wait for a
while (30 to 60 seconds).
4. Open the browser and
type the website again.

This time you should get a
reply back from the web
server with a status of up
and running. -- Ping is a
fairly simple (and fairly

old) program that's
intended to simply check
whether an IP address (a
computer on the Internet)

is available for you to
connect to. Well, the name
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of this app doesn't really
say it all, and it's a simple
application 09e8f5149f
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Simple Ping Crack

The latest version 5.1 is
now available to download
for Xbox One users.
"With Xbox One, we've
listened to your feedback
and in the new version of
Microsoft Solitaire
Collection, you can now
control the amount of time
between watching a new
round to encourage active
gameplay. We've also
added the ability to play
directly from the XMB
menu and dedicated
support for 4K games. The
addition of mouse and
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keyboard support to these
games has never been
easier, and now you can
play Solitaire with a
controller if you choose to.
We've also made a number
of new improvements to
your favorite card game:
improved Flip & Flip-flop
functions, an extended
memory bug fix, and an
updated Xbox One
Community App which
includes integration with
the Community and
Achievements feed,
Scoreboard, Stats, Explore
and the Games section. "
With its elegant design
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and ease of navigation,
you can easily work with
this file manager in
Windows PC. It is
compatible with all
Windows systems, with
operating system of all
versions. Its user-friendly
interface is so easy to use
that even a novice user can
learn it quickly. It is also
designed to offer its users
with the opportunity of
one time and frequent
import and export of files
to cloud services such as
Dropbox, Google Drive,
OneDrive, OneNote, and
so forth. Features Allow
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files, folders, and drives to
be stored in SkyDrive or
OneDrive. Import and
export of files to Windows
network location. View
files and folders in tree
view and list view.
Simplicity of working is
the high point of this
software. File Manager is
compatible with all
versions of Windows.
OneDrive has an
advantage over SkyDrive.
This software also offers
support for mounting and
unmounting remote
network locations. This
software offers full
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support for Microsoft's
Windows 7, 8 and 10
operating systems.
Advantages of Using This
File Manager Software
Flexibility of working
With the help of tree view
and list view you can work
with your data easily With
this software you can take
a look at the data stored in
your network drive and
group files. You can also
search your files for
particular data as well as
their functions. OneDrive
is a cloud service that
offers its users unlimited
storage space at a very
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reasonable price.
However, it is very easy to
use. It also offers the
facility of cloud
synchronization, which
makes it easy for users to
access their data from
multiple devices. One

What's New in the?

1. SimplePing is a small
application that can be
used to test the Internet
connection. 2. Provides a
modern, intuitive, and
unobtrusive user interface.
3. SimplePing supports all
well-known protocols
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including ICMP, TCP, and
UDP. What's New in 2017
- new feature in full GUI
version that allows to
choose ping and port for
each subnet and set last
ping time and time period
to ping for. - new GUI
version with all features in
one program that allows to
choose ping and port for
each subnet, set last ping
time and time period to
ping for and use in both
full and portable apps. -
added compatibility with
Firefox version 58 and
newer versions. What's
new in 2016 - added
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support for more IP
protocols - ICMP, TCP,
UDP. - added support for
scp protocol. - added
support for cURL. - added
ability to use and
customize the pop-up
window. - added ability to
set custom color for all
objects. - added ability to
set color of the
background of the pop-up
window. - added ability to
use larger font size. -
decreased size of the pop-
up window. - optimized
use of the application
resources. Full features -
each ping consists of 3
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steps: 1. Timing. 2. Port
check. 3. Checking the
response packet. - the
program provides a
modern, intuitive and
unobtrusive user interface
that supports both full and
portable versions. - two
GUI versions: one with a
standard panel and the
other with all features in
one tool. - the newest
version of the full GUI
version allows to choose
ping and port for each
subnet and set last ping
time and time period to
ping for. - new full GUI
version includes all
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features from the portable
version. - the portable app
retains the ability to
choose ping and port for
each subnet, set last ping
time and time period to
ping for and use in both
full and portable apps. -
the latest portable version
of the application allows
you to choose ping and
port for each subnet, set
last ping time and time
period to ping for and use
in both full and portable
apps. - all features of the
full GUI version are
available in the latest
portable version. - the
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portable app retains the
ability to choose ping and
port for each subnet, set
last ping time and time
period to ping for and use
in both full and portable
apps. -
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System Requirements For Simple Ping:

* You must download the
“ website and install the
included “ browser plug-
in. For instructions on how
to download and install the
browser plug-in, see
README.html included
with the software package.
* The computer you are
using must have an
internet connection and a
web browser. * The
password you enter must
be correct. If you do not
have a password, click on
the
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